Brightspace Learning Repository

Building a Community of
Shared Resources
OVERVIEW
Brightspace Learning Repository is a content

Used as a stand-alone solution or integrated with

management system that enables you to effectively

Brightspace Learning Environment, along with the

share content within your organization, manage

capability to access other repositories, you can build

multimedia resources, and collect learning resources

a community of shared resources to leverage subject

from other repositories across the Web. Using

matter expertise and promote quality content.

standards-based content packaging, Learning

Connect your organization with Learning Repository to

Repository enables you to easily move objects in and

explore and discover a wealth of learning materials.

out of the system, while maintaining their integrity.

KE Y BENEFITS
Saves Time | With centralized storage, flexible

Encourages Collaboration | Promote the sharing

browsing, and powerful full-text search capabilities,

of content and assessments using standards-based

quickly locate and retrieve required material.

learning objects.

Supports Course Development | Deep integration

Improves Course Quality | Aggregate materials from

with the course development tools in Brightspace

a number of sources to leverage the knowledge of your

Learning Environment lets you easily refresh your

educational community and improve course quality.

course with new resources.
Reduces Costs | With an intuitive interface and
Aligns Content to Learning Standards | Use

exceptional performance you will achieve significant

advanced metadata editing to classify and organize

training, support and file storage cost savings.

resources to standards, for easy searching and
deployment.

BRIGHTSPACE LE ARNING REPOSITORY IN AC TION
Brightspace Learning Repository enables you to

Having all of your learning objects in one

aggregate materials from any number of sources

searchable repository gives you a single point of

including content publishers, other repositories, open

update, saving valuable time and effort.

educational resources, and libraries.
Open up your organization to new possibilities
Learning Repository also encourages collaboration by

with Learning Repository. With budget challenges

making it easy to share and re-use learning objects,

and increasing global competition, the sharing of

whether individual files, a particular topic, or an entire

knowledge and collaboration across organizations

course, including assessments and quizzes.

significantly extends the reach of your institution.

Objects can be classified by keyword, publish date,

The ability to leverage quality material in your course

learning standard, rating, or object type, and the

design provides diversity and enrichment. Cultivate

powerful search capabilities make it quick and easy to

endless opportunity for your instructors and learners

search for the most relevant content.

through access to a wealth of learning materials.

You have control over who has access to the
material and how it can be used – whether it can be
downloaded, modified, or linked-to only.
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